This study was designed to test the hypothesis that analyses of central interstitial potential differences recorded during multisite stimulation with a set of interstitial electrodes provide sufficient data for accurate measurement of cardiac microimpedances. On theoretical grounds, interstitial current injected and removed using electrodes in close proximity does not cross the membrane, whereas equilibration of intracellular and interstitial potentials occurs distant from electrodes widely separated. Multisite interstitial stimulation should therefore give rise to interstitial potential differences recorded centrally that depend on intracellular and interstitial microimpedances, allowing independent measurement. Simulations of multisite stimulation with fine (25 m) and wide (400 m) spacing in onedimensional models that included Luo-Rudy dynamic membrane equations were performed. Constant interstitial and intracellular microimpedances were prescribed for initial analyses. Discrete myoplasmic and gap-junctional components were prescribed intracellularly in later simulations. With constant microimpedances, multisite stimulation using 29 total electrode combinations allowed interstitial and intracellular microimpedance measurements at errors of 0.30% and 0.34%, respectively, with errors of 0.05% and 0.40% achieved using 6 combinations and 10 total electrodes. With discrete myoplasmic and junctional components, comparable accuracy was maintained following adjustments to the junctions to reflect uncoupling. This allowed uncoupling to be quantified as relative increases in total junctional resistance. Our findings suggest development of microfabricated devices to implement the procedure would facilitate routine measurement as a component of cardiac electrophysiological study. bidomain modeling; gap junctions; ventricular myocyte CELLULAR UNCOUPLING is broadly invoked as a mechanism for the initiation and maintenance of cardiac arrhythmias. Often, uncoupling as a term is used in a qualitative sense without precise definition. While patch clamping is an experimental tool that provides detailed information regarding sarcolemmal and intracellular ion channel behavior (22), and biochemical assay protocols provide detailed information regarding gap junction protein kinetics (25), no such acceptable and sufficient strategy for measuring tissue impedances on the size scale of individual myocytes, i.e., cardiac microimpedances, is available. Traditional measurement strategies are either technically impractical or inherently flawed. Indirect measures of tissue status, such as action potential duration dispersion (4, 46), conduction velocity changes (2, 21, 13), and notches in electrograms (39, 40) provide indirect evidence that cellular uncoupling in disease states is marked. Ultimately, microimpedance measurements must be integrated with careful ion channel and gap junction kinetics modeling (33, 38, 44) for development of a detailed theoretical understanding of cardiac electrophysiological phenomena. Most impedances from intact tissue have been measured with the use of cable theory in one-dimensional preparations. Subthreshold current injection is used to induce a transmembrane potential (V m ) distribution whose electrotonic decay depends on the space constant of the tissue (). Distant from the stimulation site (at multiple ), potentials recorded intracellularly and interstitially equilibrate. Relating the interstitial potential gradient measured centrally to the current injected and removed at the preparation ends provides a total impedance measurement that can then be separated into intracellular and interstitial components after central recordings of the respective potentials (42). With an alternate, four-electrode configuration (34), current injected and removed at two outer electrodes establishes an interstitial potential difference recorded at two inner electrodes that allows an effective impedance measurement. Application of cable theory requires V m recording with glass microelectrodes during stimulation, which is problematic because electrode arrangement is technically challenging. Impedance measurements derived from four-electrode experiments, which do not require V m measurement, have historically been flawed due to the comingling of intracellular and interstitial components of the tissue into the measurements (25).
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In this study, we describe a microimpedance measurement strategy that requires no V m measurement and allows separation of interstitial from myoplasmic or junctional effects. The strategy assumes access to the interstitium at multiple sites, with stimulating electrodes arranged on opposite sides of a central recording pair. To assess the feasibility of the strategy, we assembled one-dimensional models that included interstitial and intracellular components coupled via active membrane, as described by the Luo-Rudy dynamic (LRD) membrane equations (15, 16, 21, 27) for guinea pig ventricular myocytes and simulated responses to interstitial current injection and removal from different sites. For initial simulations, constant interstitial and intracellular microimpedances were prescribed to consider the suitability of the strategy under experimental conditions consistent with cable theory. In later simulations, intracellular components were divided into myoplasmic and gap-junctional contributions to quantify uncoupling, which is thought to be a process resulting from preferential changes in junctional mi-croimpedances. Highly accurate microimpedance measurements were obtained in both sets of simulations, suggesting the development of devices for implementation of the measurement procedure would allow determination as a routine component of cardiac electrophysiological studies.
METHODS
Bidomain modeling. All simulations were completed using onedimensional models of cardiac tissue represented as a bidomain with intracellular and interstitial portions coupled to one another via cell membrane (24, 32) . For a given direction (x)
ͪͬ (1) where Im is the transmembrane current density, gox the specific interstitial bidomain conductivity, o the interstitial potential, o the stimulus current density, gix the specific intracellular bidomain conductivity, and Vm the transmembrane potential. Domain coupling was then described by
with ␤ the ratio of membrane surface to element volume, C m the specific membrane capacitance, and Iion the total transmembrane current density resulting from ion channels, pumps, and exchangers, as described by the LRD membrane equations. To discretize Eq. 1, we used ⌬x ϭ 5 m space steps such that 20 individual segments were located inside single LRD myocytes of 100 m length as shown in the schematic of Fig. 1A . The intracellular volume (V i) for each segment measured 3.80 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 cm 2 based on LRD myocytes of 22 m diameter. Constant microimpedances. For all simulations, we prescribed constant g ox values of 3.17 mS/cm to reflect the specific extracellular resistivity (Ro) reported by Kléber and Rieger (17) of 63 ⍀ ⅐ cm (ϭ15.85 mS/cm) in perfused rabbit papillary muscles. Reduction from 15.85 to 3.17 mS/cm was a consequence of scaling by an interstitial volume fraction (1-f ) of 0.2 (26), consistent with a bidomain representation of tissue structure (30) . For simulations with constant microimpedances, we prescribed g ix of 4.82 mS/cm to all intracellular components. This value was also selected to reflect Kléber and Rieger (17) , who reported an intracellular specific resistivity (R i) of 166 ⍀ ⅐ cm (ϭ6.02 mS/cm). Reduction from 6.02 to 4.82 mS/cm was a consequence of scaling by an intracellular volume fraction (f) of 0.8 (26) . In Eq. 2, ␤ was set to 6,350/cm to reflect rabbit left ventricular epicardial myocytes (11) and C m was set to 1 F/cm 2 to reflect nominal values for biological tissue.
Discrete myoplasmic and junctional components. For simulations in which we considered myoplasmic and gap junctional components as separate contributors to intracellular microimpedances, we used
as the basis for g ix assignments, with Rmyo a specific myoplasmic resistivity, Rj as the total junctional resistance between adjacent myocytes, Send as the membrane surface area for LRD myocyte ends (3.8 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 cm 2 ), and L as the LRD myocyte length. Here, we recognized reported estimates for the relative contributions of myoplasmic and junctional components to effective axial resistance at 10% and 90%, respectively (28) . We assumed a nominal R j of 0.4 M⍀, which resulted in a junctional contribution to effective Ri of 152 ⍀ ⅐ cm. We then prescribed an Rmyo of 16.9 ⍀ ⅐ cm such that effective Ri was 169 ⍀ ⅐ cm and Rmyo was 10% of effective Ri. That Ri was comparable to Kléber and Rieger (17) . Our nominal Rj was below reported values of 1.7 and 5.7 M⍀ for rat (43) and rabbit (41) ventricular cell pairs, respectively. However, a lower value for myocytes coupled in tissue is likely because the disaggregation process for establishing cell pairs available for electrophysiological study causes some gap junction internalization (35) . In these simulations, g ix values of 47.62 mS/cm were prescribed at myocardial components to reflect the absence of gap junctions, whereas g ix values of 0.26 mS/cm and below were prescribed at junctional components to reflect the inclusion of Rj over the ⌬x ϭ 5 m segments. Rj increments in successive simulations from 0.4 M⍀ (nominal) to 4.0 M⍀ modeled a 10-fold range.
Multisite stimulation. As shown in Fig. 1B , models were built from 50 LRD myocytes laid end to end. This resulted in 1,000 total intracellular nodes and 1,000 total interstitial nodes. This spacing was sufficiently fine to allow interstitial potential differences (⌬ o) to be recorded on a size scale below that of an individual myocyte. Full discretization resulted in a sparse linear system that we solved using the method of conjugate gradients as described in our earlier study (7) , with the refinement that all V m and o terms in Eq. 1 were written at time t ϩ ⌬t. Time steps were fixed at ⌬t ϭ 2 s to ensure stable and accurate solutions during action potential depolarization and interstitial stimulation. Table 1 . Tests in which the A and D electrodes were moved symmetrically from the recording electrodes were combined with asymmetric tests, in which the Ai electrode was fixed, whereas the D electrode was moved from positions Di to Dxv.
Stimulation protocol. For all simulations, action potential propagation was initiated by transmembrane current injection (300 A/cm 2 , 2 ms duration) at four nodes on one model end. Activation sequences were therefore initiated with basic drive stimuli that just exceeded diastolic threshold. Interstitial current ( o ϭ 5,000 A/cm 2 , 10 ms duration) was injected and removed 25 ms later. Total current injected via electrode A therefore measured I o ϭ ␤oVi⌬x(1 Ϫ f )/f ϭ 15.1 nA. The stimulus latency ensured action potential plateau stimulation, which limited the possibility of inducing an active response. Figure  1C shows V m (top) and o (bottom) recorded from a central site in the model during one simulation. We used a 10-ms duration for the plateau pulse to ensure steady-state responses. ⌬ o was then recorded as the potential difference between two central sites separated by 25 m. Here, we recognized that such separation is practical based on examples provided by Hofer et al. (13) , who recorded electrograms from superfused guinea pig papillary muscles using 15 ϫ 15 m microfabricated electrodes spaced 50 m apart.
Microimpedance measurements. For comparison with ⌬ o measured from the simulations, we used the analytic solution resulting from a core-conductor assumption
because that assumption is equivalent to the one-dimensional bidomain. In Eq. 4, ⌬0 is the gradient as p and q approach 0, and kx is the interstitial to intracellular conductivity ratio, i.e., gox/gix. For a given set of ⌬o recordings, we determined ⌬0, kx, and by nonlinear least-squares analysis over the selected range of (p,q) values. Specifically, we used the lmdif routine from the minpack collection of software modules available on netlib (10) . That routine minimizes the sum of the squares of a set of nonlinear functions by a modification of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with the Jacobian calculated by a forward difference approximation. Iteration was continued until the relative error in the sum of squares or the relative errors between theoretical and measured ⌬ o reached a tolerance of 10 Ϫ10 . We supplied an initial guess of ⌬0 ϭ ⌬o/s⌬x, using the ⌬o measured with the Ai-Di combination because this was the finest stimulating electrode separation tested. Here, s was the number of ⌬x steps between the recording electrodes. For k x, the initial ⌬o was combined with ⌬ϱ ϭ ⌬o/s⌬x using the ⌬o measured with the Axv-Dxv combination because this was the widest stimulating electrode separation tested, and
for , we used an initial estimate of 500 m. Once kx, , and ⌬o were determined from the nonlinear least-squares procedure, we measured gox from
and
An equivalent procedure using the applied I o instead of o is to measure gox from
and g ix from Eq. 7. Addition of lead noise. The individual ⌬o recordings obtained in practice are likely to include noise. We therefore considered the feasibility of the microimpedance measurement procedure in the presence of noise that would result from the separation between each recording electrode and the inputs to a high-quality analog differential amplifier used to measure ⌬ o. To represent the case with an amplification stage adjacent to the recording electrodes, random noise that ranged between 0.1 and 5.0 mV peak-to-peak was added to the ⌬o recorded during selected simulations with multisite stimulation. To represent the case with an amplification stage distant from the recording electrodes, random noise of the same magnitude was added to the unipolar potentials recorded at electrodes B and C before ⌬ o determination. For each level of added noise, we determined the average ⌬ o and the standard deviation for ⌬o over the final 1 ms of recording. Average ⌬ o values were used in the nonlinear leastsquares analysis. Standard deviations were used to determine signalto-noise ratios to relate microimpedance measurement errors to added lead noise.
Gap-junctional uncoupling. In simulations that included discrete myoplasmic and junctional components, we quantified the magnitude of uncoupling as a relative increase from the nominal total junctional resistance. Assuming 90% of the effective axial resistance as junctional and the intracellular volume fraction of 0.8, nominal R j (Rj,nom) was expressed in terms of nominal gix (gix,nom)
Then, under conditions where the myoplasmic contribution remains unchanged as gap junctions uncouple Ai-Axv, current injection electrodes; p, positions for current injection electrodes; Di-Dxv, current removal electrodes; q, positions for current removal electrodes.
Uncoupling was then quantified using f of 0.8 from
ͪ Ϫ 0.111 (11) which had the practical advantage that values for L and S end were not necessary for the measurement, provided they changed little as gapjunctional contributions increased.
RESULTS
Stimulation with fine and wide spacing. As expected, stimulation with electrodes located in the fine and wide spacing regions induced different responses. With fine spacing, relatively small o changes induced small V m changes near the stimulating electrodes, but a relatively large ⌬ o between the recording electrodes, consistent with the concept that the injected current remained interstitial. With wide spacing, relatively large o changes induced large V m near the stimulating electrodes but a smaller ⌬ o between the recording electrodes, consistent with redistribution of injected current between the intracellular and interstitial domains. Figure 2A shows o responses to stimulation with the Ai-Di electrode combination and the Axv-Dxv electrode combination over the extent of the full model ( Fig. 2A, left) and over the central five myocytes in the model ( Fig. 2A, right) . With the Ai-Di combination, the resulting o changes were limited to tissue near the stimulating electrodes, whereas with the Axv-Dxv combination, much larger o magnitudes were observed. Figure 2B shows V m responses from these same simulations. Stimulation with AxvDxv caused pronounced membrane depolarization (to Ϸ250 mV) and hyperpolarization (to ϷϪ150 mV) near the model ends. V m changes near the recording electrodes were considerably smaller. Stimulation with Ai-Di induced more modest depolarization (to Ϸ55 mV) and hyperpolarization (to Ϸ20 mV). V m changes were confined to the region near the recording electrodes. Figure 2C Microimpedance measurement with multisite stimulation. To assess the measurement procedure under conditions that we recognized as the most likely to succeed, our initial analysis focused on multisite stimulation with constant g ox and g ix , i.e., no gap-junctional contributions. With the use of all 29 stimulating electrode combinations, we measured g ox ϭ 3.16 mS/cm and g ix ϭ 4.80 mS/cm. These initial measurements differed from the prescribed values of g ox ϭ 3.17 mS/cm and g ix ϭ 4.82 mS/cm by 0.30% and 0.34%, respectively. For comparison, use of ⌬ o measured with Ai-Di stimulation alone instead of ⌬ 0 resulted in an equivalent g ox of 3.33 mS/cm. This g ox differed from the prescribed g ox by 5.21%. Multisite stimulation therefore facilitated a refined measurement relative to that available using a standard four-electrode technique with fine spacing because the additional combinations improved ⌬ o determination. That refinement, in combination with accurate k x determination, led to a g ix measurement of comparable quality to the g ox measurement.
Limiting stimulating electrode combinations. All 29 stimulating electrode combinations were not required to measure g ox and g ix values within 1% of prescribed g ox and g ix . A mix of combinations from the fine and wide spacing regions was needed, however. To assess influences of combinations from the fine and wide spacing regions on measurement errors, we repeated the nonlinear least-squares analyses using different combinations for 4 of the 15 ⌬ o values recorded during symmetric stimulation in different analyses. Here, four ⌬ o values were required for algorithm convergence. The importance of combinations from the fine spacing region is highlighted in Fig. 3A , which shows percent errors using ⌬ o values from combinations fixed near the recording pair (AiDi), near the fine-wide spacing region boundary (Aix-Dix), and near the model ends (Axv-Dxv) in analyses with each remaining ⌬ o during symmetric stimulation used as the fourth value for the nonlinear least squares algorithm. The horizontal axis of Fig. 3A denotes p ϭ q for this fourth value. Errors in g ox and g ix when the fourth value was taken from the fine spacing region were all Ͻ2%. Larger errors were observed using ⌬ o values from the wide spacing region, suggesting emphasis be placed on combinations within the fine spacing region. The importance of including at least one combination from the wide spacing region is highlighted in Fig. 3B , which shows percent errors using ⌬ o values from combinations fixed at Ai-Di, Aii-Dii, and Aiv-Div in analyses with the fourth value from the other available symmetric stimulating electrode combinations. Errors in g ix Ͻ10% were only observed with five combinations tested. All five combinations were in the wide spacing region, and all were located toward the model's ends, as opposed to the boundary with the fine spacing region.
Errors in g ox and g ix using ⌬ o values measured with Ai-Di, Aii-Dii, Aiv-Div, and Axv-Dxv stimulation were only 0.03% and 0.42%, respectively. Recognizing this high accuracy was achieved with 10 total electrodes, including 2 for recording and 8 for stimulation (4 per side), we limited subsequent analyses to symmetric and asymmetric combinations with this electrode configuration. For reference, including the asymmetric combinations of Ai-Dii and Ai-Div such that six total combinations were used for microimpedance measurements resulted in comparable errors in g ox and g ix at 0.05% and 0.40%, respectively.
Microimpedance measurements with lead noise. The addition of lead noise had relatively little influence on microimpedance measurement accuracy under conditions representing amplification close to the recording electrodes themselves. Figure 4A shows ⌬ o with the Ai-Di and Axv-Dxv stimulating electrode combinations after 0.2 mV (Fig. 4A, left) and 2.0 mV (Fig. 4A, right) random noise was added to the recordings. The signal-to-noise ratio with 0.2 mV added noise, determined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the average ⌬ o with the Axv-Dxv stimulating electrode combination, measured 167. The signal-to-noise ratio with 2.0 mV added noise measured 8.9. Figure 4B shows percent errors for g ox and g ix with signal-to-noise ratio at different levels of added noise. All errors were Ͻ1%. Under conditions representing amplification more distant from the recording electrodes, the microimpedance errors were larger. Figure 4C shows ⌬ o recordings with 0.2 mV (left) and 2.0 mV (right) random noise added to the unipolar potentials from electrodes B and C before ⌬ o determination. Signal-to-noise ratios under these conditions measured 122 and 6.0, respectively. Figure 4D shows the percent errors for g ox and g ix with signal-to-noise ratio. Microimpedance errors Ͻ1% were only observed with signal-to-noise ratios Ͼ20.
Discrete myoplasmic and junctional components. Highly accurate microimpedance measurements were also obtained in simulations in which myoplasmic and gap-junctional components were treated as discrete entities. That accuracy was achieved over the 10-fold range for total junctional resistance between adjacent myocytes that we examined. The measurement procedure was therefore effective under conditions where action potential propagation appeared continuous, and as that propagation became discontinuous. Figure 5A , left, shows action potentials recorded at positions p ϭ 47.5 m and p ϭ 52.5 m, which were located on opposite sides of a junctional component with an R j of 0.4 M⍀, in advance of interstitial stimulation. Figure 5A , right, shows V m responses during Ai-Di and Axv-Dxv stimulation. The waveforms suggested that action potential propagation was effectively continuous because smooth transitions from rest into the upstroke and from the peak into the plateau phase were observed. The conduction delay across the junctional component was negligible. Similarly, the responses to Ai-Di and Axv-Dxv stimulation were comparable to those observed in simulations with constant microimpedances prescribed between all nodes in the model, i.e., Fig. 2B . Figure 5B shows action potentials (left) recorded from the same sites alongside V m responses to interstitial stimulation (right) with an R j of 4.0 M⍀. The higher R j established discontinuous action potential propagation, as transitions from rest into the upstroke were considerably longer than with the lower R j , and pronounced hyperpolarization in the transition from the peak to the plateau phase was present. The conduction delay across the junctional component was pronounced. In addition, the junctional components altered the responses to interstitial stimulation by establishing "sawtooth" patterns, in which nodes adjacent to the junctional components were alternately hyperpolarized and depolarized. Despite this dramatic influence of the junctional components as R j increased, errors in effective microimpedance measurements were comparable to those obtained with constant microimpedances. Figure 5C shows the percent errors in g ox (solid circles) and g ix (open circles) using ⌬ o values from the six stimulating electrode combinations identified previously. Errors in both impedances were Ͻ3% at all R j values examined. All g ox errors were Ͻ0.5%. With accurate effective g ix measurements obtained as gap-junctional uncoupling developed, it was also possible to quantify uncoupling in terms of relative increases in R j with high accuracy. Figure 5D shows percent errors in R j /R j,nom obtained from Eq. 11 for the full set of simulations in which discrete myoplasmic and gap junctional components were included in the models. All measured ratios were within 0.5% of the prescribed ratios.
DISCUSSION
The present study demonstrates that, under conditions analogous to Weidmann (42) and Clerc (8) , highly accurate cardiac microimpedance measurements for a given direction can be obtained from analyses of interstitial potential gradients in response to multisite interstitial stimulation. Although we used one-dimensional LRD simulations, we note that Weidmann (42) and Clerc (8) each assumed a core-conductor representation in which injected current divided between intracellular and interstitial compartments and implemented experimental steps to support that assumption, consistent with the theoretical basis in our analyses. A noteworthy aspect of the approach we present is the stable and independent measurement of g ox and of g ix . Because no intracellular access is required, V m recording is unnecessary. This feature is significant in that it will facilitate device development to implement the measurement procedure for use in a much wider range of preparations and situations than has, to date, been practical.
Fine electrode spacing. Accurate microimpedance measurements were a consequence, primarily, of our ability to model electrode arrangements with known positions and fine and wide spacing. Comparable dimensions for electrode arrays have recently been described. For example, Witkowski et al. (45) assembled silver-silver chloride arrays with 25-m wires at center-to-center separations of 65 m and found minimal local distortion of o associated with the electrode arrangement. An approach involving microfabrication also seems plausible, as the precision and consistency in silicon-based arrays used for neural electrophysiological studies (14, 47) are likely better than that available for hand-assembled arrays. In this regard, we note that Hofer et al. (13) demonstrated highquality electrograms recorded from superfused guinea pig papillary muscles using fabricated 15 ϫ 15 m electrodes spaced 50 m apart. Collectively, these studies suggest an arrangement analogous to the one we modeled is technically feasible and potentially straightforward to achieve.
Interstitial microimpedance. Highly accurate g ox measurements were obtained here because fine spacing allowed precise four-electrode impedance measurements. This observation is consistent with theoretical descriptions by Plonsey and Barr (23) , who analyzed interstitial potential distributions resulting from current injection and removal in an idealized anisotropic bidomain with passive components and equal anisotropic conductivity ratios in all directions. Those investigators showed development of intracellular current depended critically on stimulating electrode separation. With separation at 0.2 , no intracellular current was established because the spatial distribution of transmembrane potential was equal and opposite to the distribution of interstitial potential. A relatively modest intracellular current developed with electrode separation to 2.0 , consistent with observations from cable theory that multiple are necessary for equilibration of interstitial and intracellular potentials. In the present study, we made no attempt to determine intrinsic because we recognized membrane resistance in the action potential plateau differs from resting membrane resistance (48) . Membrane resistance measurement would therefore have required detailed analyses of instantaneous current-voltage curves in companion simulations with isolated LRD myocytes (48) , complicated by the dependence of that membrane resistance on V m at different points in the model. However, the value recovered with the nonlinear leastsquares analysis in the simulations with constant micro-impedances using all stimulating electrode combinations was 449 m. Therefore, stimulating electrode combinations Ai-Di, AiiDii, and Aiv-Div were all within this . Refinement associated with mutiple combinations was likely responsible for our observation that the g ox measurement obtained with multisite stimulation (error of 0.30%) was superior to the four-electrode g ox measurement (error of 5.21%) obtained using only the Ai-Di combination. More broadly, we note that little or no information is available regarding g ox differences between species and regions of the heart, changes with development from neonate to adult and senescent preparations, or responses to diseases and pharmacological interventions. Routine determination using multisite stimulation could provide such detail, which would serve to elucidate contributions of interstitial remodeling to cardiac electrical activity that are presently ignored.
Intracellular microimpedance. Our finding of highly accurate g ix measurements suggests opportunities to understand intracellular microimpedance changes alongside interstitial remodeling using an appropriate device to implement the measurement procedure. Such quantification would provide detail regarding disease that, to date, has only been available in the experimental ischemia literature (4) . With the use of continuously perfused rabbit papillary muscle preparations (18) , in which the muscles are considered one-dimensional structures, measurements of "passive cable-like properties" under tightly controlled conditions that involve the use of each preparation as its own control are possible. Required measurements are limited to a single microelectrode impalement, a surface recording from a separate electrode and a reference recording from the tissue bath. By following Buchanan et al. (2) , voltage ratios measured with assumptions of planar wavefront expansion and negligible intracellular or interstitial potential gradients within resting and fully depolarized regions of the muscle are straightforward to convert into longitudinal intracellular and extracellular core conductor resistances. These assumptions obviate the need to record multiple V m responses and have allowed documentation of impedance measurements with ischemic time course in reponse to hypoxia (29) , hypocalcemia (5) , and reperfusion (6) . Uncoupling in this context is important, as development of phase 1b arrhythmias is highly correlated with an interval of partial uncoupling as reflected by increased tissue impedance from control (37) .
Spatial frequencies. Our finding that stimulating electrode combinations from both the fine and wide spacing regions are necessary for accurate microimpedance measurements is consistent with predictions by Roth et al. (31) . Those investigators studied relationships between the excitation or stimulation of a single muscle fiber embedded in a bundle of fibers and the resulting electromyogram. They solved the volume conductor problem using functions of the spatial frequency as opposed to functions of axial position because that solution facilitated electromyogram potential determination by allowing straightforward filtering via convolution of transmembrane potentials. A key assumption on which their method was based was that microscopically inhomogeneous tissue could be replaced by a macroscopically homogeneous medium whose electrical properties were described by effective electrical conductivities. They derived an effective axial conductivity that depended on interstitial (or extracellular) conductivity, intracellular conductivity, intracellular volume fraction, the space constant, and the separation between current passing electrodes for stimulation or the spatial extent of the depolarization wave front for action potential propagation. They also derived an effective radial conductivity that depended on interstitial (or extracellular) conductivity, intracellular volume fraction, fiber radius, and membrane impedance. Successful derivation of expressions for the axial and radial tissue conductivities allowed those conductivities to be incorporated into volume conductor calculations, which in turn allowed demonstration of the effects of frequency-dependent conductivities on the measured interstitial (or extracellular) potentials. By using model parameters appropriate for skeletal muscle, they showed that the magnitude of the effective axial conductivity included two plateaus. One plateau was associated with spatial frequencies much less than the space constant. This condition is analogous to our use of stimulating electrode combinations in the fine spacing region. The other plateau was associated with spatial frequencies much greater than the space constant. This condition is analogous to our use of stimulating electrode combinations in the wide spacing region. The transition between the plateaus was associated with spatial frequencies close to the space constant. Here, we note that stimulating electrode combinations located close to the boundary between the fine and wide spacing region contributed little in measurements here. Collectively, these findings suggest that information regarding the spatial frequencies of the tissue could be used effectively to select stimulating electrode combinations that will and will not contribute to accurate microimpedance measurements.
Gap-junctional uncoupling. We believe the ability of our method to quantify gap-junctional uncoupling is potentially superior to the approach used in experimental ischemia because of its ability to focus attention on the junctions themselves. The junction is recognized as the dominant contributor in the longitudinal pathway, with estimates for the myoplasmic component at 10% or less of the total (28) . Support for this assumption is provided by total junctional resistance measurements in disaggregated cell pairs using simultaneous suction pipette attachments in current-clamp mode (41, 43) and optical mapping in response to field stimulation (36) . Also, increased intracellular resistance in response to cytosolic calcium accumulation, intracellular acidosis and second messengers (28) correlates with gap junction kinetic responses in cell cultures (35) . In this regard, we note that quantifying uncoupling in terms of junctional changes provides an alternative to approaches based on alternating current (AC) impedance. Cook-lin et al. (9) stimulated guinea pig ventricular myocyte suspensions at multiple frequencies to measure intracellular impedance in the absence of junctional contributions and made comparisons with measurements obtained from in vitro trabeculae to distinguish between junctional and myoplasmic contributions. Le Guyader et al. (19) completed theoretical analyses of the ability to measure anisotropic bidomain conductivities using AC stimulation to shorten and found that inclusion of junctional resistance in parallel with junctional capacitance in their structural representation facilitated impedance measurements. While these approaches allow determination of junctional contributions, the ability to complete such measurements in an environment where artifacts associated with recording during AC stimulation are minimized (28) has practical advantages.
Limitations. In assessing our findings, it is important to recognize certain limitations. First, we assumed stimulating and recording electrodes filled each 5-m segment, where interstitial current was injected and removed. Electrode sizes were therefore smaller relative to center-to-center spacing than sizes used by Witkowski et al. (45) . While this would likely minimize the influence of individual electrodes on the microimpedance measurements by ensuring independence of interstitial potential recordings, the noise resulting from central recording with such small surface areas is potentially problematic. As shown here, lead noise in electrodes B and C that resulted in ⌬ o recordings with low signal-to-noise ratios caused errors in the microimpedance measurements. Second, we used relatively low magnitude interstitial stimuli, which minimized V m changes near the recording pair with both fine and wide spacing. Whereas this provided a practical advantage in that it likely induced small changes in membrane resistance and therefore near the recording pair, larger stimuli may be required under experimental conditions to achieve sufficient signal-to-noise ratios for application of the nonlinear leastsquares analysis. Third, we tested only the measurement procedure in one-dimensional models. As a consequence, we were able to compare the effective microimpedances measured on the axis through which the stimulating and recording electrodes were aligned to prescribed microimpedances whose values were based on earlier experimental reports. In practice, that comparison will likely be more difficult because the effective microimpedances will include contributions from the anisotropic cellular architecture of the myocardium, the extracellular milieu separating the stimulating and recording electrode platform from tissue during surface measurements, and heterogeneity in cleft size, cell size, and gap junction density. The extent to which these issues limit measurement accuracy merits further study. Fourth, the measurement procedure requires knowledge of underlying cellular parameters. In particular, Eq. 8 assumes knowledge of cell size (V i ) and the ratio of cell size to total cell and cleft size ( f i ) to allow interstitial microimpedance measurement. Species-, disease-, and tissue-dependent values for cell size are available in the single cell literature. Information regarding the ratio of cell size to total cell and cleft size is more limited. Inaccurate specification of either parameter will contribute to inaccuracy of microimpedance measurements.
Implications for microfabrication. We believe that microfabrication will be a necessary component to accomplish measurements in real myocardial tissue and envision platforms with one-and two-dimensional arrays for implementation. While that implementation will likely be complicated by the four main limitations noted above, the most fundamental issue is precision in manufacturing and calibrating small electrode systems. The demands for these systems are likely to be more stringent than demands for traditional electrode arrays because small electrodes that remain in contact with tissue will be required. The present technology suggests operational strategies to address and overcome these limitations. Experimental validation remains to be shown.
